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March 24, 2011 

Slow Kill
by Greg Fernandez Jr.

According to the United Nations & AP, UN detectors are detecting low levels of radiation – minuscule fall 

out. Those detections are more than likely just from the first leak on Friday March 11th, off-gassing that 

reached the United States by March 18th. By March 14th, it was reported that Fukushima reactors 1 and 3 
exploded. Reactor 3 used a mixture of uranium and plutonium. Plutonium, best known as an ingredient in 
nuclear weapons, is particularly dangerous if released into the environment, thought the impact was 

downplayed at first. This radiation did reach the US coast by Saturday March 19th (if not sooner). Though 
we are being told these low levels are nothing to be concerned about at this point, what’s wrong with 
preparation in case the best case scenario that they have crated doesn’t pan out?

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1367684/Japan-earthquake-tsunami-Fukushima-nulear-plant-
radiation-leak-kill-people.html#ixzz1HNDEDIOi

“Remember, as Dr. Bob Bowman said, as Dr. Busby said, and as Dr. [Doug] Rokke has said in previous 
interviews, even a doubling of radiation that they say is safe…they’re claiming 10 times the radiation is 
safe. Remember, that’s background radiation. Not actual particles that are getting up near the Geiger 
counter that randomly come in, that you breathe, that’s the big killer. But it takes years, if not decades, to 
kill you.” Alex Jones

The images of water spreading like a black plague across Japan will never be forgotten. Whether man-
made or a natural catastrophe, the message to all of us should be clear. Either way, we need to be 
prepared. Radiation fallout presents the possibility of a slow kill scenario. Does the rise in cancers have 
anything to do with the world’s use of nuclear technology? Who makes the decision to build nuclear power 
plants in their country and what motivates them to do so, knowing the risks involved? What can we do to 
prepare against radiation fallout that might impact the whole northern hemisphere? All these issues 
should be discussed without panic. These are real issues that demand real answers. You may already have 
these answers. You may have much better answers than what will be discussed here. In this time of 
concern, in the wake of Japan’s destruction, it’s very important that we are prepared for a natural or 
unnatural disaster. The heroes of humanity are those that sacrifice their lives in order to save others, 
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possibly the entire world. Today I pray for the Fukushima 50, just as I pray for the 9/11 First Responders. 
The F-50 will go down in history as being self-less in a selfish world. They are a shining example of real 
heroes. Not the ones you see in sports stadiums or gold courses, or those who sing songs about being a 
“Fame Monster” and how great it is to have “bling-bling.”

No, the real heroes of this world are those who help others, those who would do the unthinkable to save 
their country. We see this in many movies and TV shows, but how many of us would actually step up to 
the plate if need be? These are the questions we must ask ourselves today. For our children, for humanity, 
for the future, where do we stand and how much are we willing to risk and sacrifice in the face of danger? 
The term, “for the greater good” has been so misused that it is almost a new world order type of slogan-
line. Yet there is some truth in doing things for the “greater good,” though I would dispute what the 
greater good means to me as opposed to someone like David Rockefeller, or George Bush.

“You are the only ones who can resolve a crisis,” Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan told the Fukushima 
50.

These people must know that they are walking into their own coffins. The fact that having nuclear plants in 
Japan was a bad idea matters little now. It’s too late to listen to all the people who warned about radiation 
contamination problems for years. No one wants to be the person who says, “I told you so,” especially 
when people are dying and will continue to die due to the overall use of nuclear materials. These men are 
being called modern-day Samurai, but the truth is deeper, in my opinion. Would the Samurai have allowed 
a nuclear reactor onto Japanese soil? That may have depended on whether they were warned about the 
possible catastrophe a nuclear explosion would cause. This is just one more reason why people need factual 
information to make rational and logical decisions. After the earthquake, it was reported that the cooling 
systems at the nuclear site failed. Exactly when Japanese government officials knew this is in question. 
Some reports suggest they knew it as early as Friday or Saturday (source this – or cut out!).

“The Fukushima 50” has been described by news reports as “Dead Men Walking.” These heroes, composed 
of technicians and emergency workers, have risked their lives in order to save their country and possibly 
the entire world from a nuclear meltdown that could spread worldwide over a long period of time. Andy 
Soltis of the New York Post reported that “the workers, including cops, firefighters and soldiers, face their 
greatest test at Reactor No. 4, where the cooling pools are believed to have run completely dry.” Chairman 
Gregory Jaczko said that “there has been a hydrogen explosion in this unit due to an uncovering of fuel in 
the spent-fuel pool…We believe the secondary containment has been destroyed, which strongly suggests 
that radiation is spewing into the air. He went on to say that the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
believes that inside the Nuclear plant “radiation levels are extremely high, which could possibly impact the 
ability to take corrective measures.” (Read more:http://www.nypost.com/p/news/international/
fukushima_heroes_walking_into_certain_kxe5jvUT8MMti45nZk1FrO#ixzz1HBHTpkUz)

Does anyone know if our media has been reporting this? This is the chairman of the United States 
Regularity Commission. Yet all the news in America seems to indicate that this is not something that will 
affect the country. Yet the events of Chernobyl cannot be ignored. The workers in Ukraine, under USSR 
control back in 1986, that stayed at their posts died within three months of the exploding reactor. Those 
effects spread for months across Europe, including Italy and England, seemingly without any warnings to 
the common people about how to protect themselves as the radiation fallout spread through the air.

It’s no wonder these brave souls have been viewed as “suicide fighters in a war” by Keiichi Nakagawa, a 
professor at the Tokyo University Department of Radiology. We will have to watch for a slow kill. When a 
smaller incident happened in Chernobyl back in the 80′s, they too tried to douse water on the plant. They 
died within months. So we will see what happens to those inside Japan’s Chinook 47 Self-Defense Forces 
helicopters. The United States Military in Japan provided a few firetrucks and water pumps. (This may be 
the perfect time to bring our troops home from that country too, before our bases over there are 
contaminated and more soldiers die for no reason. Hopefully, the Potassium iodine and other basic military 
precautions have and are being taken since the initial reactor leakage. Seeing that the Japanese 
government did not warn its own people accordingly, and in a timely manner, would it be safe to assume 
that our military personnel took it upon themselves to measure the radiation levels? More than likely they 
have equipment for just such this purpose. We have a chance to bring our troops home before it’s too 

late.) By March 17th, Fukushima reactor 3 and 4 were being doused with seawater by the 3 Chinooks. As 
water cannons joined in the fight, like a flip of a switch, Japan’s Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare 
basically changed the law on how much nuclear radiation a worker can be exposed to; raising the legal 

limit, from 100 to 250 millisieverts. (By March 20th after dousing the reactors with water, the radiation 
level rose from 3,700 millisieverts to 4,000 millisieverts; this made the problem worse.)

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/international/fukushima_heroes_walking_into_certain_kxe5jvUT8MMti45nZk1FrO#ixzz1HBHTpkUz
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Knowing they have to somehow bury the reactors under concrete to try and prevent further contamination, 
(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1367684/Japan-earthquake-tsunami-Fukushima-nulear-plant-
radiation-leak-kill-people.html) Tokyo Electric Power Company Managing Director Akio Komiri’s facial 
expression said it all. He said officials should have admitted how serious this was earlier than they did. It 
wasn’t until March 19th that Japan’s Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency finally admitted this was a 
“level 5” disaster. This means people will die from radiation. The reactor cores may have partially melted 
down by the time this warning was give on March 19th.

The people of any country under any type of government should not be fully dependent on their 
government. They are people just like us, yet sometimes we hold them to a higher standard. Still, in time 
of severe crisis, it is important for us to have emergency plans, including food, water, survival gear, and 
weapons ready to rock and roll, should an emergency happen. Our schools do earthquake drills and fire 
drills all the time, but are the parents prepared to flee the country, or at least their home, at a moments 
notice? Expect the unexpected and don’t rely on your government to help you, your family, and your 
friends, should a natural or unnatural catastrophe occur. Be independent as much as you can. This will put 
you in a position to help others as well.

“The unprecedented scale of the earthquake and tsunami that struck Japan, frankly speaking, were among 
many things that happened that had not been anticipated under our disaster management contingency 
plans. In hindsight, we could have moved a little quicker in assessing the situation and coordinating all 
that information and provided it faster.” – Japan Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano

Below is the scene after overheating fuel rods boiled dry at what’s left of the Fukushima nuclear plant. 
Note the smoke rising from where the fuel rods would be.
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“Underneath the crane, but not seen in the picture, is the 45ft-deep spent fuel storage pool which has 
boiled dry,” reports David Derbyshire of Mail Online. By this time it was being reported that low level 
radiation had already entered Southern California. There was also questions as to whether low level 

radiation would reach Britain and Europe. On March 22nd, Paul Watson reported that “radiation from 
Fukushima has now been detected as far north-east as British Columbia in Canada and Iceland in 
Scandinavia, with mainland Europe set to be hit over the coming 24 hours.”

http://www.infowars.com/radionuclide-blankets-united-states-authorities-insist-levels-are-harmless/. Yet 
since these will reportedly be low radiation levels, a United Nations official is saying that the radiation that 
reaches the United States will be about a billion times below a dangerous level. How this official came to 
this explanation with as little details as have been given remain unknown at this time.

Below is a picture of what we should see inside the building under normal circumstances.
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How serious this threat is should not necessarily dictate how every citizen of this country should respond 
with precautions for nuclear radiation fallout.

On March 20th, instead of covering the nuclear reactor site with concrete and sand, Japan released the 
radiation (pictured above) into the air, hoping to relieve a pressure spike in one of its troubled nuclear 
reactors. With the chinook’s pouring water from above, at least six fire engines and a water cannon 
sprayed 9,000 gallons of water onto the building. That effort only increased the radiation level from 3,700 
millisieverts to 4,000 millisieverts within an hour of spraying. All of that radiation has, and continues to 
spread to the surrounding area, with no end in sight. This presents the danger of soft kill for months, 
possibly years to come.

(http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9M2QMCG0.htm)

This dense radioactive cloud is a danger to the human race in general, as well as marine life and the 
environment. 
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“Radiation has seeped into the food supply,” reported AP on Bloomberg Buissnessweek. “spinach and milk 
from as far as 75 miles” were found to have exceeded the iodine safety limits. Small amounts of radiation 
reached Tokyo’s tap water. AP also reported finding this unsafe radiation in rainfall and dust in the 
surrounding area. “Taiwan even reported receiving a batch of contaminated fava beans imported from 
Japan.”

An official for the Tokyo Electric Power company recognized that it’s not too late to “encase the reactors in 
concrete,” but conceded that their priority right now is only to cool down the reactors. This is a very 
controversial move to say the least. In order to prevent an outbreak worse than Chernobyl, wouldn’t 
covering the area with concrete and sand be the safest thing to do at this point, or have we passed that 
point? How long will authorities wait before they eventually do this? That may depend on the public 
pressure to do so. That is where we come in. When the people demand answers the government is forced 
to answer to those demands, or be seen as incompetent leaders. If the people just sit and wait for the 
government to act, they may be very disappointed, or dead.

In these pictures you can clearly see smoke rising and spreading across the Fukushima nuclear reactor site.
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Once again, this is not a message to scare you. This is just a warning so you think about the possibility of 
“slow kill” and how you can protect yourself against it. Just as the people are the true government, the 
people are the real media. That is you! If you speak with one person about this information, or information 
outside of this article, then you are doing what our mainstream media should be doing…reporting the 
news!
We have to face the fact that at this point even concrete and sand may not stop this problem. The head of 
the U.N.’s International Atomic Energy Agency, Yukiya Amano, said workers were in a ‘race against the 
clock’ to cool the reactor. Doesn’t that tell us that the reactors are still ticking time bombs?

“You breathe it and it sits in your lungs.”

Here in California, on Friday March 18th, we were told that minuscule quantities of radiation are “no threat 

http://www.wearechange.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/chart.jpg
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to the people of California due to radiation in Japan,” accordingly to Governor Jerry Brown. Air quality 
detectors in Sacramento detected small amounts of the radioactive isotope xenon-133. “It is important to 
stress that health authorities insist levels of all four of the radioactive isotopes being released from 
Fukushima, namely Xenon 133, iodine-131, caesium-134 and caesium-137 are harmless to people living 
outside of the Fukushima exclusion zone,” reports Paul Watson of Infowars.com. Governor Brown stressed 
that the “California Department of Public Health and our Emergency Management Agency are in constant 
contact with the federal agencies responsible for monitoring radiation levels in California, and we will tell 
the public if any precautions become necessary. However, there is no cause for alarm.”

Yet the people are not told to take any precautions. Not event he simplest things like eating sea 
vegetables or having some potassium iodine in the event of a serious radiation outbreak. No, all they said 
was there was no cause for alarm, but they forgot to ad the “yet.” There is no cause for alarm yet. Is it 
possible Jerry that there will be cause for alarm later? I’d also like to know if Mr. Brown is taking any 
precautions such as eating kelp or seaweed? These are simple things that people can do to protect 
themselves now and in the future. Even if this is a complete false alarm this time, it should raise 
awareness should the need arise in the future.

Obama is “deeply worried about radiation effects in Japan,” yet not worried about radiation reaching the 
United States. How can he disassociate the two so easily? What will happen economically if the President 
were to say he was deeply concerned about radiation here in the United States? When a government tells 
me there’s no cause for alarm about radiation, yet claims there’s plenty of cause for begin on the lookout 
for domestic terrorists, that doesn’t sit right with me. The media seem to hype up fabricated threats of 
terror while downplaying the seriousness of radioactivity. If true, then it’s clear that these authorities do 
not have the people’s best interest at heart. Perhaps I am telling you something you already know. The 
brief KRON article that covered Sacramento’s low level radiation did report that “the origin was determined 
to be consistent with a release from the Fukushima reactors in Northern Japan.” In the article U.S. 
Department of Energy officials claimed “the levels detected were approximately 0.1 disintegrations per 
second per cubic meter of air (0.1 Bq/m3), which results in a dose rate approximately one-millionth of the 
dose rate that a person normally receives from rocks, bricks, the sun and other natural background 
sources.”

The Research Director Lars-Erik De Geer, of the Swedish Defense Research Institute, was quoted in 
Reuters as saying that “this is not something you see normally.” he claims that although these particles 
will spread across the Atlantic ocean, reaching Europe, he said the radiation levels are “only a question of 
very, very low activities so it is nothing for people to worry about.” At that time? Or for the foreseeable 
future? The article is not clear on this. The report casually adds that “the results he now had were based 

on observations from earlier in the week.” The report is dated March 17th, so maybe Mr. De Greer is 
jumping the gun a bit. It is important not to panic b\people, but its more important to give people the 
facts so they can protect themselves as they see fit. Information is the key to logical decisions, but if you 
are not given all the available information, or if information is discounted, then that will affect any decision 
made. Greer concludes that radioactive particles will reach Sweeden, but is not cautioning people to take 
any action whatsoever from what I can read. We prepare for earthquakes all the time in California, or at 
least we should, yet no one can conclusively predict an earthquake before it hits, can they? So we have to 
live in California with the threat of an earthquake every day, and I don’t see many people panicking about 
that. Yet we still take precautions. Why should a situation involving radioactive particles be any different?

(http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/03/17/us-japan-quake-ctbto-radiation-idUSTRE72G26T20110317)

The New York Times has reported that the diluted radiation, by the time it hits the USA, would only cause 
extremely mind health consequences. So they admit it will affect our health, yet there’s nothing to worry 
about. Where am I? Is this 1984?

Bringing the Troops Home from Japan

http://edition.cnn.com/2011/US/03/21/japan.military.evacuation/

Just below Tokyo, U.S. troops in Yokosuka, are at risk from whats spewing out of the reactors. As of now, 
only volunteer evacuations for family members happening, according to U.S. Pacific Command. This is a 
huge crisis as this base is the largest US base in Japan. Are our troops expendable sitting ducks, or am I 
going to far in that assumption? As the plume of radioactive particles move across Japan, the U.S. Navy 
warships have left the port of that base; including the USS George Washington aircraft carrier that left 

Monday, March 21st. I hope our troops are next. CNN reported that a “flight carrying 154 military family 
members left Japan Monday, flying into Seattle/Tacoma International Airport, according to Lt. Commander 
Bill Lewis, a spokesman for U.S. Northern Command. That followed a flight that departed Saturday with 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/03/17/us-japan-quake-ctbto-radiation-idUSTRE72G26T20110317
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/US/03/21/japan.military.evacuation/
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230 people on board.”

As these family members come home, they will be greeted by concerned soldiers who want to help the 
families in their time of trouble. Soldiers will be on hand in California to ease the transition from Japan to 
the states. Yet the possibility of radiation has to be taken seriously. The risks of contamination spreading is 
at an all time high, more than any alleged terrorist attack. This radioactive material can cause slow kills, 
raising the possibility of accelerating cancer in the United States and wherever the radiation touches down. 
With no warnings be given by the government, it raises the question of do they care about us? Do they 
care so much that they don’t want to panic the people, even at the risk of more people dying or getting 
sick because no warnings have been given? Is that good for the United States? Why does our government 
overreact in cases such as terror threats, yet under-react in cases such as radiation fall out? Who is 
responsible for building Japans ticking time bombs?

General Electric Connection

What prompted the Managing Director of Tokyo Electric Power Company, Akio Komiri, to break down 
crying was that he knew that Japanese authorities have not been telling the people the truth about the 
nuclear disaster. So its hard to say that there’s nothing to worry about. they said the same about 
Chernobyl, and years later we found out the real story. don’t forget that GE, who has TV holdings that 
include NBC, CNBC, and MSNBC, helped build the power plants. Well, do the lies end there?

http://in.reuters.com/article/2011/03/18/idINIndia-55699420110318

General Electric has confirmed that they have engineers in Japan as the Fukushima disaster continues to 
unfold. Of the six Fukushima Daiichi power plant reactors, GE built one by itself, as well as building two 
two others alongside of the Toshiba Corporation, and Toshiba built two by itself. Hitachi is responsible for 
building the remaining reactor.

Owning 80% of the GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy joint venture in Japan, Hitachi Ltd. has been heavily 
involved in this process, communicating with Tokyo Electric Power Co. TEP runs the nuclear plant 
operations. It has been reported that GE owns 60% of the GE-Hitachi project outside of Japan.

Crisis Worse Than We Are Being Told

Nick Begich was on the Alex Jones show March 18th talking about how the radiation fall out will be more 
catastrophic than the Tsunami that hit Japan beforehand. He thinks authorities are “keeping the lid” on 
how much real damage has taken place. “Alot of people died in the immediate event of a tsunami, but the 
follow-on event of radioactive fall out will probably kill more than the ten thousand they’re estimating dead 
there.” he did mention that people could get simple radiation meters, but that would only pick the 
background radiation. “You can kinda just measure, in RADs, background radiation count.” “As you go on 

http://in.reuters.com/article/2011/03/18/idINIndia-55699420110318
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the ground [measuring] background radiation, you’ll get a of about 20 RADs…thats considered pretty 
reasonable…but as you go up in elevation…when you get up to 30,000 feet you’re measuring about 700 
[RADs].” Alex asks why he thinks the media is downplaying the radiation threat. “Panic…and there’s a lot 
of interest in what the economic gains are,” which he estimates are “a couple hundred billion dollars in 
reconstruction.” He repeated that they don’t want to create panic “for the markets,” bringing up the 
fluctuation in markets that resulted after the reactors blew and hit the melting point.

He then poses a question that most Americans might not have taken seriously until now. Now that it may 
affect them or their loved ones personally. “What’s the better technologies that are out there that we can 
be applying to energy needs that have a significantly lower risk and a lot higher yield for capitol dollars?”

“When you look at the big picture risk,” the nuclear plants are the biggest risk. This seems like common 
sense today, but I for one, was not paying attention when these reactors were being placed inside 
America, aside from seeing them on the TV show, The Simpsons. Alex Jones stands behind coal power, 
and I do not have enough knowledge to offer an opinion, but it’s something we all should be thinking 
about if we care about energy and power. The last Wall Street movie is based around a premise of hydro 
fusion power, which is just power from water. Yes, it’s a movie and once again I have no answers for Mr. 
Begich’s question, but maybe you do? Alternative sources of energy have been on the radar for a long time 
now. Is this the perfect moment to seize on it and steer clear from nuclear power?

Alex makes one thing very clear that should concern anyone who supports nuclear power. “The truth is the 
entire nuclear industry worldwide has a horrible history with government with covering things up. Whether 
it’s the Japanese, whether it’s the Russians, the U.S. All of them have a horrible history, and I am quite 
frankly sick of it.” You decide for yourself.

http://www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/dr-nick-begich-fukushima-fallout-worse-than-media-
gov-telling?fb_comment=31009156

Bloomberg ran a three sentence article with the first sentence, “Radiation detectors at Dallas-Fort Worth 
and Chicago O’Hare airports were triggered when passengers from flights that started in Tokyo passed 
through customs, the New York Post reported.” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-03-17/tokyo-
passengers-trigger-u-s-airport-detectors-n-y-post-says.html) At the Dallas airport it’s reported that low 
level radiation were detected in some of the passengers luggage as well as in the aircrafts cabinet filtration 
system. Yet no passengers were reported to be quarantined. Once again we have a case where our 
government downplays a serious incident, while hyping the possibility that Americans entering and exiting 
airports may be terrorist carrying explosives. Does this make sense to anyone?

Paul Watson reported that on March 22, 2011, “the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) said that 
radiation was still being spewed from Fukushima and that they were unclear of its source. An obvious 
answer would be the pools holding deadly spent nuclear fuel rods, which according to the latest reports 
have begun to boil as efforts to cool them down continue to fail, despite Japanese authorities and the 
global mainstream media continuing to claim that the worst of the problem is over.”

We Need Your Solutions

Now it is your turn to turn the tables and share information about what we can do to protect ourself from 
the “possibility” of nuclear radiation fallout. It’s better to have radiation pills and not need them, than to 
need them and not have them. This is about being ready in case a disaster happens in America. Right now 
our government is telling us that low level radiation is no big deal, there’s more radiation on rocks 
(seriously, one of the articles said that). Didn’t Russian officials say the same about Chernobyl? No big 
deal. What about the 9/11 first responders not wearing masks to protect against aluminum, barium and 
strontium? Did I forget Asbestos? Not only didn’t they warn us, some knew the first responders breathing 
that air would be deadly, as they have proven to the world, ten years later due to a lawsuit.

http://www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/dr-nick-begich-fukushima-fallout-worse-than-media-gov-telling?fb_comment=31009156
http://www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/dr-nick-begich-fukushima-fallout-worse-than-media-gov-telling?fb_comment=31009156
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-03-17/tokyo-passengers-trigger-u-s-airport-detectors-n-y-post-says.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-03-17/tokyo-passengers-trigger-u-s-airport-detectors-n-y-post-says.html
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The fact that our mainstream media is telling us everything is fine disturbs me. After 9/11, especially 
before Bush’s 2004 re-election, remember all the warnings about coming attacks that never happened? 
The terror alerts that did scare people and turned out to be false? Yet the Anthrax attack, hat was a real 
terrorist threat faded away when the gate keepers to that truth could not keep the gates closed. There 
seems to be a pattern here where real terror threats are ignored, even before 9/11, while fake terror is 
hyped, like Saddam Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction and the Christmas Day Underwear Bomber 
(who was led on the plane by authorities). Why should we trust that government with this threat of a slow 
kill from low level radiation? The crisis in Japan continues yet we are led to believe that the worst is over.

If we are not prepared, we are going to be dependent on our government. What steps can we take to 
protect ourselves, our family and our children from nuclear radiation fallout? I know you have ideas, and 
we need them now more than ever. Potassium iodine (taken only when high levels of radiation are 
detected – and after consulting with your doctor), Alfalfa, sea vegetables like sea weed and kelp are all 
good forms of natural nutrition that will help…what else? Having storable foods (www.efoodsdirect.com), 
plenty of water, and survival materials are a great way to remain independent from government control; 
and you may avoid the need to go to any potential Fema camps in the future. The more brainpower we 
have discussing this issue, the less likely we are to have health problems from a soft kill or starvation in 
the event of a natural or unnatural catastrophe. (photos below: Japan)
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